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On Apr 20, 2018, at 7:56 PM, Carl Swensson <carl@yln.tv> wrote:

That's a reasonable way to work around our new Orwellian reality. The use of the word 

sovereign is resulting in the targeting of such people and in some cases has resulted in untimely 

death or injury. None of us has the time or energy to fight this properly. Bigger fish to fry. 

 

Paul and I are working what we believe to be the only viable option remaining in the 

peaceful realm. We'll further expand on this in due course since previous unsuccessful attempts 

resulted in the issuance of protection orders against both of us. 

Picked up the last of the documents needed to begin our fresh approach and results aren't 

expected to be very quick. They will be posted on the Scanned retina as they are received. 

 

Have any of you given consideration to the concept of us working together, helping each 

other where possible by way of creating a think tank style Board of Directors? A few have 

responded in the affirmative, just waiting on several more to let me know what days of the week 

will be available to schedule the first Conference. I can assure everyone this will not be the same 

old same old cluster you know what and won't be a time burden. Like I said, just a few more and 

we'll get this off the ground. In depth explanations for various actions will be best served using 

this venue. Every one of us has an important piece of the puzzle to share.

 

Gotta chuckle with the timing on this "Pink House" report. Especially since, in addition 

to everything else, we are being subjected to this Tsunami of new gender labeling. If unsure of 
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your own, don't bother bringing it here. lol

 

Carl
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From: DPQ [mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net] 

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 9:28 PM

To: Arnie Rosner

Cc: wvfreestategov; Ron Vrooman; Carl Swensson; Charles Bruce Stewart; 

hartfordvandyke; David Schied; Frank Wennin; Pamela Pauline; John G Root Jr.; Abe Duran; 

larry summerville; Paul Nalley; battleacre; Suzanne Short; wetheepeople; Jim Porter

Subject: Re: Little Pink House vs. the United States

 

Arnie,

 

First, I don't use the word sovereign, only the Creator is thus.

I just say I am a self-governed sentient man.

 

In answer to your first question, there is no true lawful authority for what SCOTUS did in 

this case, only an opinion issued under legal color of law, fraud and deception.

 

What I am doing about this ? ... I'm contesting the standing, authority and jurisdiction of 

every soul less criminal who attacks me under color of law.  Can't say as I am winning too many 

battles but I will keep trying until I stop breathing from old age or the bastards shoot me.

 

Last time I was in court (misdemeanor charge of littering my own lawn) the just refused 

mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
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to hold an immediate evidentiary jurisdictional hearing !  Imposter !

 

Richard's 16 pg doc looks interesting.  Will print it out and go over it.  Thanks.  Keep up 

the great work !

 

DPQ
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----- Original Message ----- 

From: Arnie Rosner

To: DPQ

Cc: wvfreestategov ; Ron Vrooman ; Carl Swensson ; Charles Bruce Stewart ; 

hartfordvandyke ; David Schied ; Frank Wennin ; Pamela Pauline ; Frank Wennin ; John G Root 

Jr. ; Abe Duran ; larry summerville ; Paul Nalley ; battleacre ; Suzanne Short ; wetheepeople ; 

Jim Porter

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 7:50 PM

Subject: Fwd: Little Pink House vs. the United States

 

Thank you.

 

And by what authority do employee/Contractors to/subcontractors of the sovereign 

American claim the lawful ability to make such a determination which on its surface is fraud and 

repugnant to the Constitution, the supreme law of the land? 

 

Just because they - those obviously acting with no lawful delegated authority, say so does 

not make it lawful…

 

And as an American sovereign, what exactly do you intend to do about this…

 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
mailto:wvfreestategov@gmail.com
mailto:ronvrooman38@gmail.com
mailto:carl@yln.tv
mailto:charles@constitutionalgov.us
mailto:hartfordvandyke@gmail.com
mailto:deschied@yahoo.com
mailto:ourmove02@gmail.com
mailto:pamela.pauline@tenethealth.com
mailto:ourmove02@gmail.com
mailto:johngrootjr@gmail.com
mailto:johngrootjr@gmail.com
mailto:aduran783@gmail.com
mailto:INIind@hotmail.com
mailto:pnally1@att.net
mailto:battleacre@gmail.com
mailto:ladybyrd0922@aol.com
mailto:wetheepeople@aol.com
mailto:jporter2327@yahoo.com
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Under, and out of the authority of, necessity

SEE SOMETHING  SAY SOMETHING

It appears by the hereinafter attached indisputable facts and timeline that the two key 

Departments charged with protecting Americans from enemies foreign and domestic may have 

overlooked a few things. The first and only facet of National Security that factually matters, and 

is absolutely compliant with the intent of the foundation of this organized society, is the 

protection and furthering of each man’s unalienable Creator granted rights, privileges, freedoms, 

immunities and properties. 

If you are unaware of the foundation upon which this society rests, and is built upon, it is 

the Creator’s written Word and the Declaration of Independence c1776. National security of the 

man-made construct is a far second, especially when it is used to violate the first facet. 

There is further first-hand fact evidence that can be provided to support claims. Your 

responsibility and duty pursuant to Oath and compensation received is to assist the Americans in 

correction of the problems and daily violations regardless of what that may require and entail. 

Further, a simple yet easily implementable plan to correct the problems is readily 

available for immediate effectuation. Thank you in advance for your immediate response and 

actions taken in furtherance of these urgent and required National Security matters.

The “People,” the lawful civil authority give notice

 

 

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

https://scannedretina.com/2018/04/18/the-people-the-lawful-civil-authority-give-notice/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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714-964-4056 24/7

scannedretina.com

http://scannedretina.com/
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Begin forwarded message:

 

From: "DPQ" <DPQ007@comcast.net>

Subject: Little Pink House vs. the United States

Date: April 19, 2018 at 5:36:23 PM PDT

To: "Bruce Toski" <DPQ007@comcast.net>

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUptZEZdT-M

 

Little Pink House showcases the true story of IJ client Susette Kelo, a small-town 

paramedic who buys her first home—a cottage—and paints it pink.  When politicians plan 

to bulldoze it for a corporation, she fights back, taking her case all the way to the U.S. 

Supreme Court... where, unfortunately, she LOST.

 

Why did she lose ?  Because the Supreme Court does not represent the People 

anymore. SCOTUS = Supreme Court Of The United States.... The "U.S." is defined as a 

debt collector corporation in the District of Columbia which is legally NOT a part of the 

USA.  See http://www.usavsus.info/

mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUptZEZdT-M
http://www.usavsus.info/
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On Apr 20, 2018, at 8:23 PM, Carl Swensson <carl@yln.tv> wrote:

DPQ,

 

The SC was mainly about issues regarding the U.S. Constitution but to quote from a 

Georgia Judge in the Padelford, Fay & Co. v. Mayor and Aldermen of City of Savannah.

Whether we think of this constitution as a pseudo contract or an etched in stone limit to 

power, we will be wrong. It occurs to me that since we were never party to that document the 

only one we were party to must remain in effect. The Articles of Confederation. In addition, all 

of those "Oath of Office"  documents our elected sign can but won't be enforced for the same 

reason.

It's all one great big Theatrical performance. Are you entertained yet?

Padelford, Fay & Co. v. Mayor and Aldermen of City of Savannah

14 Ga. 438, 1854 WL 1492 (Ga., Jan Term 1854) (NO. 64)

"No private person has a right to complain by suit in court on the ground of a breach of 

the United States constitution; for, though the constitution is a compact, he is not a party to it."

[5.] The Constitution is to be construed in the sense in which it was understood by the 

makers of it at the time when they made it.

[6.] This sense is expressed by the four following propositions:

1  

2 That the Constitution delegated to the General Government, or any department thereof, 

no power by implication, but only delegated such powers as it expressly enumerated.

http://freedom-school.com/court-cites/padelford-v-city-of-savannah-1854.pdf
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3 That it delegated no exclusive power, unless the delegation was said to be exclusive.

4 That it laid no prohibition upon the States, except such as it specified.

5 That the words used in it, if susceptible of more meanings than one, were used in the 

meaning which was least favorable to the delegation of power, and most favorable to its 

retention.
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On Apr 20, 2018, at 9:07 PM, Ron Vrooman <ronvrooman38@gmail.com> wrote:

Hello Carl.

On Fri, Apr 20, 2018 at 7:56 PM, Carl Swensson <Carl@yln.tv> wrote:

That's a reasonable way to work around our new Orwellian reality. The use of the word 

sovereign is resulting in the targeting of such people and in some cases has resulted in untimely 

death or injury. None of us has the time or energy to fight this properly. Bigger fish to fry.

All the big fish are local.

 

Paul and I

which Paul??? are working what we believe to be the only viable option remaining in the 

peaceful realm. I think Article III is viable still. We'll further expand on this in due course since 

previous unsuccessful attempts resulted in the issuance of protection orders against both of us. Is 

that like a vexatious litigant?

Picked up the last of the documents needed to begin our fresh approach and results aren't 

expected to be very quick. They will be posted on the Scanned retina as they are received.

Join me as yourself and PAG in law and equity in the CIT Ny NY.

 

mailto:Carl@yln.tv
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Have any of you given consideration to the concept of us working together, helping each 

other where possible by way of creating a think tank style Board of Directors?

Halellujia A few have responded in the affirmative, just waiting on several more to let me 

know what days of the week will be available to schedule the first Conference. I can assure 

everyone this will not be the same old same old cluster you know what and won't be a time 

burden. Like I said, just a few more and we'll get this off the ground. In depth explanations for 

various actions will be best served using this venue. Every one of us has an important piece of 

the puzzle to share.

 

Gotta chuckle with the timing on this "Pink House" report. Especially since, in addition 

to everything else, we are being subjected to this Tsunami of new gender labeling. If unsure of 

your own, don't bother bringing it here. lol

 

Carl
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